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Abstract
A number of general discrete mathematical models called “combinatorial
representations” have been developed. As part of this talk, only representations
based on graph theory; termed “graph representations” will be introduced. This
research is intended to represent the engineering problem through one of the graph
representations, then, through a series of transformations between the graph
representations, to transform it to another engineering domain, where it is solved.
This approach enables to employ the knowledge existing in the transformed domain,
in the representations and their interrelations. This talk will introduce a number of
practical results that were achieved by employing graph representations:
• Revealing new relations between different engineering disciplines has led to the establishment of a number of essential relations and
transformations between different engineering domains.
• Treating integrated systems in a unified way - highly coupled systems
containing elements from different engineering domains can be handled. This
enables a new type of collaboration between engineers from different fields.
• Deriving methods, theorems, concepts and ideas - both known and new
theorems and methods in one engineering domain can be transformed to
other domains through the relations between the representations.
• Developing conceptual design methods - the ability to transform
engineering designs from one engineering domain to the other through these
representations has yielded new techniques for conceptual design.
• Demonstrating a pedagogical approach– a novel methodology for
engineering education
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Contact Prof. Karthik Ramani (ramani@purdue.edu) if you would like to
meet with Prof. Offer Shai. Refreshments will be served in ME256 at 1:15PM
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